
 
Low Fog Information Sheet 

 

Quick Summary: 
Get a lovely ‘dancing on the clouds’ effect for your special dance or moment. This effect is 
guaranteed to leave a lasting impression with you and your guests, as well as looking amazing in 
photos. Time of effect is around 5 minutes, dependant on variables such as venue shape/size. 
JMC Events UK will supply the effect, then clear the machine and remove it from the venue. 
Any liquid residue around the machine will be wiped away.  
 
Prices: 
- Base Price: £200 – This will give you roughly 5 minutes of runtime. 
 
- Extra 5 minutes: £50 This is ideal if you would like another ‘moment’ where you would 

like another burst of low fog. For example if you would like low fog for your first dance 
and also your entrance. 

 
 

 
What is Low fog? 
Low fog is also sometimes referred to as the ‘Dancing on the clouds’ effect. It’s an effect in 
which a thick, white, low-lying fog is quickly thrown out onto the dancefloor area which covers 
the floor and lingers, giving the impression that you are indeed dancing on a thick cloud. What 
makes this effect so unique is its ability to hug the floor, as opposed to smoke or haze which 
will fill the air. Because the effect comprises of basically CO2 and water, as well as it being 
heavier than air, it will stick to the ground and will dissipate at around waist height. This effect 
does not cause any immediate danger to people and will not trigger fire alarms, so is safe to use 
in any venue. Those with respiratory conditions should consult their doctor regarding advice 
on suitability for them. 
 
The machine we use to achieve our low fog effect is a sophisticated, premium (and expensive!) 
machine that pumps out low fog at an impressive, yet even and consistent rate, so you won’t 
have to worry about your effect falling short of expectations. Although expensive, this effect is 
guaranteed to leave a lasting impression on you and your guests, with incredible photos to 
match. 
 
So, what do you get with this service? 
You’ll get around 5 minutes of runtime from our machines, plus another couple of minutes 
before the fog disperses in the air, which is perfect to last through most first dances, cake 
cuttings or entrances. Of course, there is no restriction on how you can use this effect and 
being creative with other services is what will make your event so unique and desirable. A 
couple of examples could be our confetti shower service; you can have low fog out for your first 
dance, and have a confetti shot or 2, so the confetti falls around you and disappears into the 
mist, picture that! Another idea for a party scenario is to combine some UV lighting and have 
an atmospheric glowing fog that surrounds dancers. 


